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important point is that they all referred to man's spiritual self
in contrast with the body, to that vital principle with which
God had endowed Adam by breathing into his nostrils, and
which wras the source of his whole spiritual and affective life.
It was only the trichotomic view which divided man into body,
soul and breath. The distinction is not generally very clear.
The only wray in which the Jews could think of man was
as a union of these two principles, the material and the spiritual.
For them human life was necessarily and essentially twofold.
That is to say, that as God created Adam complete in his own
image, so the sons of Adam's seed were complete beings in their
father's image. The notion of the pre-existence of the soul,
of a reservoir of souls awraiting the moment of their incarnation,
was quite alien to the thought of ancient Israel. The Jews
could only conceive of man in his totality, as the vital union
of flesh and souL
It is none the less easy to see how the influence of Persian
theories of good and evil and of the distinction between matter,
which was bad, and spirit, which was fundamentally good, and
of the Greek anthropologists with their discourse of a soul
whose fate was independent of the body that had housed it,
led the Jews to think of the nephesh as a more definite entity,
incorporating all that was divine and eternal in man. Indeed,
to reach such a standpoint they had to do little more than
clarify and develop the ideas which they already held. It was
a view which certainly did not find favour with all the Jews
of Jesus' day, but there wrere many among them who believed
that the soul, individualized and regarded as a responsible
moral agent, had its own independent existence and destiny.
Josephus x says of the Pharisees : " They believe that souls are
endowed with immortal power (ddavarov r& ia%vv rai£ ipv%aLc;}
and that somewhere under the earth rewards and punishments will
be meted out to them, according to whether they have loved vice or
virtue. The former will be condemned to perpetual imprisonment,
but the others will be allowed to return to life" The last sentence
does not refer to metempsychosis, as might be supposed, but
to the resurrection.2 The same writer says elsewhere 3 that
1	Jos., Ant., xviii, 1, 3.
2	However, CCLXXVII, 255, suggests that the Jewish belief in the
resurrection may have been based on the doctrine of metempsychosis.
The author submits that instead of accepting metempsychosis in its usual
form, as a general law by which the soul, passing from body to body,
perpetually begins its life afresh, the Jews interpreted it as a unique event
which would occur once for all in the life history of every man.    It is an
ingenious theory, and not to be regarded as more than an hypothesis.
3	Jos., J3.J., ii, 8, 14.

